
There are for me two equally compelling reasons 
for taking Lorca as a central subject for this 
project: in the first place, apart from the genius of 
his poetry and writings, he was a consummate 
musician and made an important contribution to 
the Andalusian folk repertory; furthermore, his 
poetry is so deeply evocative of his beloved 
native land, and so linked to the essential 
expression of flamenco that it is a constant source 
of inspiration for any artist in the genre. Also, 
Lorca lost his life in the Spanish Civil War.

I am taking the liberty of combining those two realities, 
using Lorca’s wonderful life and his tragic, untimely 
death in the realisation of this project. I have sought 
and found wonderful help in the poetry of some of 
Lorca’s writer friends and contemporaries who also 
suffered in the war, some in exile, and who wrote 
moving tributes and statements of outrage about 
Lorca’s cruel, pointless execution, notably Antonio 
Machado, Pablo Neruda and Vicente Aleixandre.

The music in Patrias includes a variety of songs that 
Lorca recovered from Andalusian folklore and songs 
that he himself performed on the piano. From the basis 
of these, an important part of the musical components 
develops, giving shape to the pieces performed.

Developing Patrias, I have also looked at a collection 
of simple songs of the time, used as hymns, or 
rallying or moral-boosting cries for combatants and 
supporters on either side of the conflict, and at 
references to some episodes that took place in the 
war. Inevitably, it is in the realm of near-impossibility 
to bring stories to life in any literal sense in the 
context of a musical concert, but I nevertheless try 
to portray the feelings they evoke in me and, at the 
same time, with invaluable help from the artists in 
my Company, attempt to give them what may 
amount to a personal ‘meaning’ by way of conveying 
the emotions they provoke in all of us.

When looking at visual records of the war, some 
poignant, stirring examples of personal suffering leapt 
out at me, notably from the moving French documentary 
Mourir à Madrid (Frédéric Rossif, 1963), and I felt 
they too deserve to be briefly displayed during the 
performance in order to try to bring home the harsh 
reality of what Spanish people lived through at that time.

I hope this humble embracing of the work and the 
personality of this great Spanish artist, plus the brief 
look at the tragic times and circumstances that so 
cruelly took his life, help to remind us that Federico 
García Lorca is and will remain essential.

Paco Peña

“He had an intelligent expression, 
bursting with vitality, but neither 
his figure nor his movements were 
immediately attractive. However, 
the moment he entered his comfort 
zone… reciting poetry, playing the 
guitar or the piano or talking about 
things that really interested him…  
the whole of his being acquired 
supple movement and perfect 
elegance. Mouth and eyes 
harmonised in such an admirable 
way that no-one could remain 
unmoved by the great attraction 
emanating from his persona. Words 
flowed, acute and penetrating, 
the timbre of his voice, rather 
dark, acquiring a unique beauty. 
Everything became transformed 
around him. Effectively, his 
presence added beauty to his 
surroundings, as the swan adorns  
the lake as he glides through  
its waters.”  Ana María Dalí on Lorca
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Running Order
Nana de Sevilla 

This little baby has no mother
Left in the street, alone and rejected…

Federico García Lorca

Evocacion

He loved the secret gardens of 
Granada. He loved the wind, the  
olive trees…
He had said: “If I die, leave my balcony 
wide open…”
He had said: “I don’t want to see it…The 
spilled blood…I don’t want to see it!!”
He had said: “I am and will always be 
with those who go hungry…”

“I am totally Spanish, and it would be 
impossible for me to live outside my 
geographical limits. But, equally, I have 
no time for he who is Spanish just 
because he was born a Spaniard. I am 
a brother to all men, and vehemently 
reject the person who sacrifices 
himself for an abstract, nationalist 
ideal because he loves his country 
with a blindfold over his eyes. In truth 
a good Chinaman is closer to me than 
a bad Spaniard. I express Spain in my 
work and feel her in the very marrow 
of my bones; but before that I am 
cosmopolitan, and a brother to all.  
I don’t believe in political frontiers.”

Federico García Lorca

Soneto

O love of my heart, living death, 
in vain I await your written word, 
and think, with the withered flower:
if I must live without myself, I wish 
to lose you. 
 
Air is immortal. The lifeless stone 
can neither know the shadow nor avoid it. 
And the inner heart doesn’t need 
the frozen honey flowing from the moon. 
 
But I suffered you, tore open my veins, 
tiger and dove on your waist, 
caught in a duel of lilies and bites. 
 
Fill, then, with words my madness, 
or let me live in the serene, 
eternal dark night of the soul.

Federico García Lorca

Buleria 
Anda Jaleo

I climed a green pine tree
In the hope of seeing my love,
I only saw the cloud of dust
Raised by the car taking him away



Tanguillos Part I 
Los Mozos de Monleón  

The four young men
Went early to their morning work
So as to have the hour later
To go and fight the bull at the 
afternoon ‘corrida’

The foreman warned them
“Boys, beware that bull,
a fierce and wicked beast
I know… as the milk he suckled
Was fed to him by my own hand”

Semblanza

A beautifully sensitive, deep-thinking 
artist, Lorca was also a person of great 
charm, grace, youth in his character  
and even naivety. 

“Everyone saw him differently… No 
one could define him…” said his friend 
Vicente Aleixandre… “Federico has been 
compared to a child, an angel, a rock, or 
pure water… He walked magically 
through life, seemingly without leaning 
on anything… passing in front of his 
friend’s vision like a kind of winged 
genius dispensing graces, making happy 
a moment, then disappearing like a 
flash of light; you could see in Federico 
the all-powerful conjuror, destroyer of 
sadness, wizard of happiness, conjuror 
of the goodness of life, commander of 
the shadows that he simply banned 
from his surroundings.”

“I have never seen” said Pablo Neruda, 
“gathered as they were in him, grace, genius, 
a winged-heart and a limpid waterfall… 
He was a multiplier of beautifulness.” 

Tanguillos Part II 
Las Tres Hojas

My lover is held
Under the leaf of the vervain;
Today he is suffering…
Alas, what a shame

Alzamiento Nacional!
Franco Pronouncement

… when you defend Spain as Falangists, 
Requetés and soldiers defend Spain, 
there is a race and a people! … we 
have to build, and maintain a long road, 
and to continue to support it on all the 
shoulders of Spaniards; the legendary 
and traditional empire which the 
Spanish youth will forge, and they will 
do so, because they swear to it through 
their prodigal blood, because they say 
it in the fields of Spain, and because 
that is in the hearts of all Spaniards who 
shout “Up Spain! “

Francisco Franco

…Nationalist Rallying Cries

Farruca
Novio de la Muerte (Groom of Death)

…Republican Rallying Cries

Buleria
Ay Carmela

The execution of Lorca…
Not even God can save you now…



Liviana
La Fuente Grande

Inspired by the poem El crimen fue en 
Granada by Antonio Machado

He was seen walking between the rifles
down a long street
out into the cold fields,
while stars were still shining at dawn.
They killed Federico
when day was breaking.
The squad of executioners
could not look him in the face.
They closed their eyes,
saying: even God can’t save you!
Federico fell,
blood on his forehead and lead in his heart.
…All should know that the crime occurred
in Granada—poor Granada!—in his 
Granada…

He was seen walking…
Friends, for the poet
erect a monument of stone and dream
in the Alhambra,
over a fountain where the water weeps
and repeats eternally:
the crime occurred in Granada, in  
his Granada!

Antonio Machado

Latidos de Guerra 
(Throbbing Pulse of War)
Mundo de Fieras y Héroes 
(A World of War, Beasts 
and Heroes)
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La Patria
Incidents during the War:

UNAMUNO  |  ‘Razón y derecho’  
(‘Right and Reason’)

In 1936 our great philosopher writer, 
D. Miguel de Unamuno was Head of 
the University of Salamanca and on 12 
October, a solemn act was taking place 
at the university to celebrate the day 
that commemorates the Discovery of 
America. Several high ranking figures 
from the Franco regime were present, 
including Mrs. Franco, the Bishop of 
Salamanca and General Millán-Astray,  
a prominent military man, founder of  
the Spanish Legion.

Following the initial opening words 
and formalities, a professor Francisco 
Maldonado, delivered a talk in which 
he violently attacked various social 
and geographic sectors of Spanish 
society, assuring the listeners that 
Spain would be cured of “these 
cancers in the body of the Nation”  
by the fascist regime of the day.

Someone then shouted the famous 
legionnaires cry “Long live death”,  
to which Millán-Astray answers with  
other exalted, crowd arising cries. 
Miguel de Unamuno, who was chairing 
the debate, gets up slowly and says:

“You await my words. You know me 
well, and know that I am incapable of 
remaining silent. Sometimes, saying 
nothing amounts to lying, because 
silence can be interpreted  
as acquiescence.”

“But I’ve just heard the necrophile, 
senseless cry “Long live Death!” and I, 
who have spent my life penning 
paradoxes which have angered certain 
individuals who did not understand 
them, must say to you that I find this 
ridiculous paradox repulsive. General 
Millán-Astray is an invalid. This must be 
stated clearly. He is an invalid of war.  
So too was Cervantes. Unfortunately  
in Spain there are currently so many 
wounded. And, if God does not helps 
us, there will soon be many more. It 
torments me to think that General 
Millán-Astray could dictate the basis of 
the collective psychology. A wounded 
man who does not possess the 
spiritual greatness of Cervantes is 
likely to find a terrible satisfaction in 
seeing how the number of wounded 
around him multiplies.

Millán-Astray (shouts angrily): “Death to 
traitorous intellectuality” “Long live Death”

Unamuno (without wavering, continues): 
“This is the temple of intelligence, and I 
am its highest priest. You are desecrating 
this sacred terrain. You will conquer, 
because you possess the necessary brute 
force. But you will not convince. To convince 
you must persuade, and to persuade you 
will need something you lack: the cause and 
the rights in this fight. I feel it is pointless 
to ask you to think of Spain. I have spoken.”

Salamanca 1936

Gritos!

From a poem titled España en el 
Corazón, by the Chilean poet  
Pablo Neruda

You will ask: why does your poetry
not speak to us of sleep, of the leaves,
of the great volcanoes of your  
native land?

Come and see the blood in the streets,
come and see
the blood in the streets,
come and see the blood
in the streets!

Pablo Neruda



Alcazar de Toledo | Amor y 
sacrificio (Love and 
Sacrifice)

There is another heroic episode 
from the Nationalist side, although 
doubts have been raised over its true 
authenticity or whether the story 
was circulated for the purpose of 
propaganda. It tells the popular story 
of an incident that occurred in Toledo, 
Capital of the Ancient Kings, where 
Militants of the Republic dominated 
the city. The rebel Colonel Moscardó 
had barricaded himself in the Alcazar 
fortress with soldiers, women and 
children. The head of the militia 
telephoned the Colonel:

In Toledo, capital of the ancient kings, 
the republican militia rule the city. 
The rebel colonel, Moscardó has 
barricaded himself in the Alcázar 
fortress with soldiers, women and 
children. The leader of the militia 
telephones colonel Moscardó.

“If the Alcázar does not surrender, 
we will shoot your son. Speak with 
him if you wish.”
“What is happening, son?”
“They are saying that they will shoot me 
if the Alcázar does not surrender.”
“Entrust your soul to God, my son, shout 
‘Long live Spain!’, and die like a hero.”
“Goodbye father. I send you a hug.”

The Alcázar does not surrender.

Toledo 1936

SEGUIRIYA  
ALERTA!!! 

Inspired by the poem Alerta by 
Antonio Machado

This is the day to be alert, a day
of complete awareness of the war
every day of the year. Woe to the sleeper,
to the one who closes his eyes, or is blind!
It is not enough to awaken at dawn:
One must search the horizon. Be alert!

Be alert to the rising sun,
to the bloody birthing of our ancient mother.
With the bow pointed toward the morrow
one must keep watch. Be alert, be alert, 
be alert!

Antonio Machado  |  Translated by 
Armand F Baker

Ternura… 
Epilogue
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